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As emerging technologies are progressively and almost naturally introduced into
our daily lives, we become increasingly dependent upon complex industrial
computer systems for assuring our personal safety. The Aerospace & Defence
industries are dedicated to building and operating systems upon which we rely,
and often take for granted. Air Traffic Management, Satellite Search & Rescue,
Satellite Based Augmented Systems are all examples of services involved in
assuring our safety. Capgemini Safety Risk Management Engineering Services
address the risks related to such systems. 

Safety Risk Management 
Engineering Services



Safety Management is defined as the systematic management of 
the risks associated with operations, engineering and maintenance
activities to achieve high level of safety performance.

With over 20 years experience building and maintaining complex
safety critical systems, Capgemini deploys an integrated systems
engineering approach to Safety Risk Management. This approach
consists in activities enabling state of the art safety practices
deployement and domain standards compliance achievement.

This approach enables technical and human error related risks for
complex systems to be managed throughout the Product’s Lifecycle.

Three dimensional

Safety critical operations are based on systems which help, support, or
provide functions to realize these operations. These safety critical systems
are developed by tailored engineering processes, delivering systems with
mastered embedded risks. This imply that safety activities are necessary 
at three levels: engineering processes definition, system production and
operation definition. Indeed, in order to mitigate safety risk effects, it has 
to be strictly managed all along the chain from fault to accident: this takes
its roots in defining engineering processes which are known and proved to
be efficient to limit at a strict minimum the number of default introduced in
the delivered systems; building systems based on robust, resilient,
demonstrated architectures, solution elements and technologies, which
have the properties of limiting, capturing or mitigating the defaults or their
effects is the second stage of safety activities; at the end, the operation of
the system to achieve its functional goal (controlling a spaceship, controlling
aircrafts traffic, transporting rescue signal, etc.) has to be defined with the
procedures allowing the function to be realized at the best level of safety.

Through 20 years of critical systems delivering, Capgemini has capitalized
a strong expertise in the three levels of safety activities. This is exercized by
its Safety Risk Management team.

20+ years experience

delivering critical

complex systems

for space, air traffic

management,

defence.



Successfully Deployed
Services

In the past ten years, Capgemini has

demonstrated the successful deployment

of these services in the frame of the

ESA EGNOS and Galileo Programs. 

The innovative nature of these European

Satellite Navigation systems required

solid ground work during the context

definition phase, particularly for the

safety hazard definition and associated

risk identification. The risk analysis using

classical RAMS analysis techniques

resulted in the need for risk treatment

via specific redundancy mechanisms

and the allocation of rigorous DO-178B

software development processes at levels

B & C. Many safety risk recommendations

were issued; their progress was monitored

until closure via appropriate assessment,

reporting and incident investigation means,

as required.

The EGNOS system has been certified

for Safety-Of-Life purposes in 2011.

Our team

Our Safety Risk Management team has a strong experience
in systems delivering: its skills are both in systems knowledge
and in safety knowledge. The Capgemini organization is
focused on making its engineers exercising alternatively and
collaboratively the system and software development tasks,
and the safety engineering activities. This allow to enhance
both skills and, finally, to deliver better systems and services.
Based on that, Safety Risk Management Engineering Services
are provided both as Consultancy Services for our Clients’
internal projects and as an integrated and industrialised
project management process applicable to safety critical
projects run internally by Capgemini.

Our Offering

Our integrated approach to Safety Risk Management is provided with the
following Engineering Services:

• Safety management and certification support: Safety Management
System (SMS), and Safety Software Assurance System (SSAS) definition
and support; audits and gap analysis versus standards; authorities
relationship facilitation (audit preparation, meeting participation); product
service history management.

• Safety studies: Reliability, Availability, Maintenability and Safety (RAMS)
analysis; Functional Hazard Analysis (FHA), Preliminary System Safety
Assessment (PSSA) and System Safety Assessment (SSA) participation
and support.

• Development support: architecture review and tradeoffs participation;
development process definition or review; verification (tests, analysis,
review) processes support, definition, or execution (ex.: safety specific
tests definition); COTS specific analysis (management, impact, policy).

• Training: general or customised training courses on safety practices or
standards.

Standards

• Domains regulations and standards including ICAO, EASA and FAA,
ECSS, ESARR

• Software standards including DO-178, DO-278, DO-254, ED-153, 
IEC-12207, GSSW

• RAMS Engineering techniques including HAZOP, RBD, FMEA/ FMECA,
FTA, CCCMA

Our references

Our references in the Aerospace & Defence domain include: CNES, DFS,
DGA, DSNA, ESA, Eurocontrol, French Air Forces, SAFRAN, TELERAD,
Thales.



® About Capgemini

With almost 140,000 people in over 40 countries, Capgemini is one of the world's
foremost providers of consulting, technology and outsourcing services. The Group
reported 2013 global revenues of EUR 10.1 billion.  

Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business and technology
solutions that fit their needs and drive the results they want. A deeply multicultural
organization, Capgemini has developed its own way of working, the Collaborative
Business ExperienceTM, and draws on Rightshore®, its worldwide delivery model.

Learn more about us at 

www.fr.capgemini.com
Rightshore® est une marque du groupe Capgemini.
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